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a forked stick which he would use with effect if rules were
broken. The pupil's physical development was entirely in his
hands. Massage was often employed as a good tonic for the
muscles. A scrape and a swill-down completed the programme
of a normal day. Occasionally there would be competitions in
skill for wilich prizes were offered either by the state itself or by
local associations of clansmen. Nor were the prizes confined
entirely to athletics. We find rewards assigned for reading,
reciting, painting, lyre-playing, and even general knowledge.
There was thus plenty of incentive for boys to excel; and we
have no evidence that they found their studies distasteful.
At fourteen or thereabouts poor parents would require their
children's assistance in their craft or trade. The sons of the
rich, however, having attained proficiency in elementary sub-
jects, were ready to go farther; and, until they were of an age
to undergo their military service, they had four years ahead of
them in which to do so. Now the development of Democracy
at Athens had one very significant effect. It created a thirst for
knowledge; nor is it difficult to see the cause. The manifold
opportunities of action and discussion sharpened men's wits.
As a citizen of a self-governing community, every individual
felt himself endowed with a new importance and was eager to
make his way in a society which opened so many avenues to
advancement. So there was a demand for fuller education; and
simultaneously with the demand there had arisen a class of men
competent to satisfy it. From various parts of the Greek world,
and more especially from Sicily, came professional teachers who
studied knowledge in all its branches. 'Sophists' or 'wisdom-
mongers'1 was the name they went by; and their claims were
certainly not modest. One was prepared, for twenty pounds^o
give a 'complete course on 'the whole duties of man*. Another
was an authority on astronomy, geometry, arithmetic, grammar,
and literature. He was-ready to answer any question that was
1 Hence our word 'sophistry* (= *a clever but unfair quibble').

